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Abstract

Driven by both safety concerns and commercial interests, popular content distribution (PCD), as one of the

key services offered by vehicular networks, has recently received considerable attention. In this paper, we

address the PCD problem in highway scenarios, in which a popular file is distributed to a group of on-

board units (OBUs) driving through an area of interest (AoI). Due to high speeds of vehicles and deep fading

of vehicle-to-roadside (V2R) channels, the OBUs may not finish downloading the entire file. Consequently,

a peer-to-peer (p2p) network should be constructed among the OBUs for completing the file delivery

process. Here, we apply the cognitive radio technique for vehicle-to-vehicle communications and propose

a cooperative approach based on coalition formation games, which jointly considers the spectrum sensing and

channel access performance. Simulation results show that our approach presents a considerable performance

improvement compared with the non-cooperative case.
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1. Introduction

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) have been envi-

sioned to provide increased convenience and efficiency

to drivers, with numerous applications ranging from

traffic safety, traffic efficiency to infotainment [1, 2].

One particular type of service, popular content distri-

bution (PCD) has attracted a lot of attentions recently,

in which multimedia contents are distributed from

roadside units (RSUs) to on-board units (OBUs) driving

through an area of interest (AoI) [3–5]. Examples of

PCD may include: a local hotel periodically broadcasts

multimedia advertisements to the vehicles entering the

city on suburban highway; and a traffic authority deliv-

ers real-time traffic information ahead, or disseminates

an update version of local GPS map [3].

Unlike downloading services on the Internet or their

direct extensions in VANETs where various vehicles are

interested in downloading different files [6, 7], the PCD
is different in the following characteristics:

1. The content for dissemination is a single large file,

such as an emergency video.

2. The only interested users are the OBUs driving

through an AoI.

∗Corresponding author. lingyang.song@pku.edu.cn

3. The OBUs are moving at high speeds with

unstable network topology.

4. The wireless links are unreliable and may suffer
interferences from each other.

Due to the high speeds of vehicles and the large file size

of popular content, the OBUs may fail to download the

entire popular file within the limited time for vehicle-

to-roadside (V2R) communications, and each OBU

receives only a portion depending on the location and

speed of passing the AoI. However, in most cases, the

OBUs as whole has already obtained all the segments

of the popular file when they sequentially pass the AoI.

For completing the file delivery process, a peer-to-peer

(p2p) network can be constructed among the OBUs,

in which popular segments can be transmitted by

vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications. Considering

the pressing demand of spectrum, the cognitive radio

technique can be applied in V2V communication

and the p2p network therefore turns out to be a

cognitive radio vehicular ad hoc network (CR-VANET),

where the OBUs as secondary users (SUs) sense the

licensed spectrum for primary users (PUs) and access

the PU channels at vacant time. Actually, in the

proposed highway scenario where most portions are

in rural areas, the spectrum is generally quite clean
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and cognitive radio is always a suitable and efficient

technique.

Peer-to-peer (p2p) networks, which are distributed

systems without any hierarchical organization or

centralized control, have become immensely popular

on the Internet in both application field and academic

field [8]. Based on the existence of prior knowledge

of network topology, p2p networks can be classified

into structured P2P systems and unstructured P2P

systems [8]. In our scenario, the network topology

is unknown due to the randomness of OBUs. Thus,

the p2p system in this paper is an unstructured

p2p system as the BitTorrent and eDonkey. However,

those p2p techniques used on the Internet should be

carefully inspected before applying in our problem.

First, the network topology is not only unknown

but also ever-changing due to the mobility of OBUs.

Second, the wireless links are very unreliable and

may even interfere each other. Thus, the existing

methods for Internet services can be inefficient and

novel approaches should be proposed. Moreover,

by introducing the cognitive radio technique, the

performance of spectrum sensing and the throughput

of channel access should be jointly considered in order

to maximize the efficiency of the network, which also

increases the complexity of networking.

In this paper, we propose a distributed approach

based on coalition formation games to address the

PCD problem in CR-VANETs. Coalitional game as

a game theory model, in which players adopt

cooperative strategies to form a coalition for improving

individual profits, has recently been for modeling the

cooperative behaviors of communication nodes. In [9],

the cooperation between RSUs for V2R communication

has been modeled as a coalition formation game

with transferable utility, and the RSUs have been

partitioned into many coalitions each of which applies

a cooperative protocol to maximize their profits. In

[10], coalitional games in partition form have been used

for modeling the cooperation between SUs in cognitive

radio networks, and the SUs in each coalition jointly

sense the spectrum and coordinately access the PU

channel for improving the total performance. In this

paper, the considered p2p network not only has an

ever-changing topology but also is strongly affected by

the initial content distribution and the corresponding

content request, which is different from the RSUs

network in [9] or the SUs network in [10]. We propose

a coalition formation game with non-transferable

utility for modeling the cooperation between OBUs,

which jointly considers the performance of cooperative

sensing and the throughput of channel access.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section

II provides the system model and the non-cooperative

spectrum sensing and access. In Section III, we present

a coalition formation game with non-transferable

Figure 1. System model of the popular content distribution

problem in cognitive radio ad hoc vehicular networks.

utility for modeling the cooperative manner, while in

Section IV the proposed approach based on a coalition

formation algorithm is presented for the entire PCD

problem in CR-VANETs. In Section V simulation results

and analysis are presented, and in Section VI we

conclude the paper.

2. System Model

2.1. Network Model

Consider a CR-VANET with N OBUs (SUs) engaged in

the sensing of K PU channels in order to access the

spectrum and transmit data for PCD applications. A

popular file, which is equally divided into M segments,

has been requested by all the OBUs. Let N , K and

M denote the set of OBUs, the set of PU channels

and the set of segments, respectively. Due to the fast

speeds of OBUs and deep fading of V2R channels, each

OBU in N only receives a part of all the M segments

directly from RSUs, and the rest are gradually achieved

by p2p transmissions using V2V communications. Let

Mi denote the set of segments possessed by OBU i, the
initial elements of which are randomly distributed in

M.

We suppose the OBUs of the p2p network periodi-

cally sense and access the PU channels, cooperatively

or individually. In each cycle, or we say time slot, any

OBU i ∈ N can decide to access one of the empty PU

channels, the set of which is denoted by Ki , or not to

access. If OBU i decides to access PU channel ki ∈ Ki ,

then OBU i broadcasts one and only one segment mi ∈
Mi in PU channel ki for the current slot. We suppose

the data traffic of PU channels can be modeled as K
independent Poisson processes with the same arriving

rate λ per time slot. The PU channel is empty only when

no package of PU arrives at the current slot.

2.2. Channel Model

For any OBU i broadcasting at any PU channel ki , we

suppose only the “neighbors” (the OBUs with a line

of sight to OBU i), denoted by Ni , can receive the

signal [12]. For a given group of OBUs S broadcasting

in the current slot, we suppose only the non-interfered

neighbors of any OBU i ∈ S , the set of which is denoted

by N ∗i , have the possibility of successfully achieving a
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segment. Thus, we have

N ∗i = {j ∈ Ni | ∀l ∈
(
Nj\{i}

)
∩ S,kl � ki ,

and kj � ki , if j ∈ S}.
(1)

The set of non-interfered neighbors of any OBU i,
denoted byN ∗i , represents the OBUs that are within the

range of OBU i but not within the range of any other

OBU broadcasting via channel ki .
We suppose the possibility of successful delivery

between any two non-interfered OBUs is proportional

to the corresponding V2V channel capacity. Here, we

only consider the pathloss without any small-scale

fading, and the capacity of PU channel k between OBU

i and OBU j is given by

cki,j =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
W log2

(
1 + αd−ni,j

)
, LOS exits,

0, otherwise,
(2)

where di,j is the distance between OBU i and OBU j , n
is the pathloss exponent, α is a scale factor representing

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at transmitters, andW is the

bandwidth of any PU channel. Thus, the possibility of

successful delivery between OBU i and OBU j through
PU channel k is given by

pki,j =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, cki,j < c,
cki,j−c
4c , c ≤ cki,j ≤ 5c,

1, cki,j > 5c,

(3)

where c is the size of any segment in M. In (3), we

assume the probability of success is zero if the capacity

is less than the data rate, i.e., cki,j < c, and the probability

of success is 1 if the capacity is five times greater than

the data rate, i.e., cki,j > 5c. If c < cki,j < 5c, we assume the

probability of success is proportional to the capacity.

2.3. Mobility Model

The mobility model we use is similar to the Freeway

Mobility Model (FMM) proposed in [13], which is well

accepted for modeling the traffic in highway scenarios.

In FFM, the simulation area includes many multiple

lane freeways without intersections. At the beginning of

the simulation, the vehicles are randomly placed in the

lanes, and move at history-based speeds. The vehicles

randomly accelerate or decelerate with the security

distance ds > 0 maintained between two subsequent

vehicles in a lane and no change of lanes is allowed.

In our scenario, the map has been simplified to a one-

way traffic road with double lanes as shown in Fig. 1. To

better reflect the changing topology of CR-VANETs, we

allow the change of lanes when a vehicle is overtaking

the vehicle ahead. We assume all the OBUs accelerate

and decelerate with acceleration a > 0 by probability

p, and the velocity of any OBU i ∈ N is limited by

vmin ≤ vi (t) ≤ vmax at any time. The mobility constraints

are listed as follows:

1. The OBUs are randomly placed on both lanes

within length L when the simulation begins.

2. The initial speed of OBU i ∈ N , denoted by vi (0),
is randomly given in [vmin, vmax].

3. The speed of OBU i ∈ N satisfies:

vi (t + 1) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
vi (t), 1 − 2p
min (vi (t) + a, vmax), p

max (vi (t) − a, vmin), p

(4)

where p is the probability of acceleration or

deceleration.

4. For any OBU i ∈ N with OBU j1 ahead in the

same lane and OBU j2 ahead in the other lane,

OBU i switches to the other lane if di,j1 (t) ≤ ds and
di,j2 (t) > ds, or OBU i decelerates to vi (t) = vj1 (t) if
di,jk (t) ≤ ds, k = 1, 2.

2.4. Non-cooperative Spectrum Sensing and Access

In non-cooperative manner, the OBUs in N individu-

ally sense the PU channels. For any PU channel k ∈ K
and any OBU i ∈ N , we suppose the probability of miss

(i.e., probability of missing the detection of the PU)

and false alarm (i.e., probability of the false detection

of the PU) are denoted by P
ik
m and P

ik
f , respectively.

For simplicity without loss of of generality, we assume

the sensing devices in all OBUs have the same per-

formance for any PU channels, which implies P
ik
m =

Pm, P
ik
f = Pf ,∀i ∈ N , k ∈ K.

After sensing all the PU channels, OBU i randomly

selects a PU channel in Ki to access, as long as

Ki � ∅. To avoid potential collisions among OBUs, the

carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance

(CSMA/CA) protocol has been adopted by the OBUs

broadcasting at the current slot. Each OBU i ∈ N can

only access the PU channel when no other OBUs are

using it. If a data collision is detected by OBU i, OBU

i will stop broadcasting and randomly choose another

time point to access.

3. Cooperative Spectrum Sensing and Access

For the PCD problem in the considered p2p network,

it is natural for the OBUs to cooperate with each other

by sharing the sensing result or avoiding potential data

collisions. In this section, we introduce the coalition

game to model the cooperation of OBUs, in which we

suppose it is beneficial for OBUs to contribute for the

file delivery process with each successfully delivered
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segment corresponding to unit profit. By proposing

a suitable utility function which jointly considers the

sensing and access performance, we model the PCD

problem as a coalitional game with non-transferable

utility.

3.1. Utility Function

For any given PU channel k ∈ K, the OBUs broadcasting

at the current slot, the set of which is denoted by Sk ,

cooperatively sense the spectrum and simultaneously

broadcast at PU channel k. Using OR-rule [14] (the PU

channel is decided to be empty only when the sensing

results of all the SUs are empty), the miss-detection

and the false-alarm probabilities of the cooperative

spectrum sensing for any OBU in Sk are, respectively,

given by

Qk
m(S

k) = Pm
∣∣∣Sk

∣∣∣, (5)

and

Qk
f (S

k) = 1 −
(
1 − Pf

)∣∣∣Sk
∣∣∣
. (6)

We denote by H1 the event that PU channel k is

actually occupied by a primary user, and by H0 the

complementary event of H1. Also, we denote by H′1 the

hypothesis that the sensing result shows PU channel k is
occupied, and H′0 the alternative hypothesis. Thus, the

possibility that the empty decision of PU channel k is

false can be expressed by:

Pk (H1|H ′0)

=
Pk(H1)P

k(H ′0|H1)

Pk(H ′0)

=
Pk(H1)P

k(H ′0|H1)

Pk(H ′0|H0)Pk(H0) + Pk(H ′0|H1)Pk(H1)
,

(7)

and the possibility that the empty decision is correct is

given by

Pk (H0|H ′0) = 1 − Pk (H1|H ′0) . (8)

As we noted, the data traffic of PU channel k is

modeled as a Poisson process with parameter λ. Thus,
the possibility of no PU data arriving at PU channel

k in the current slot is given by Pk(H0) = e−λ, and the

alternative Pk(H1) = 1 − Pk(H0). For any given group of

OBUs Sk broadcasting at the current slot, we directly

have Pk(H ′0|H1) = Qk
m(S), P

k(H ′0|H0) = 1 −Qk
f (S). Thus,

Pk
(
H1|H ′0

)
and Pk

(
H0|H ′0

)
can be expressed by Pm, Pf , λ

and Sk , where Pk
(
H0|H ′0

)
represents the probability of

successful channel access and Pk
(
H1|H ′0

)
represents the

probability of data collision with PUs.

For quantifying the contribution made by each

OBU in Sk broadcasting at PU channel k, we need

to determine the only segment broadcasted by each

member of Sk . For maximizing individual profits, we

suppose each OBU in Sk chooses the “most valuable"

segment x∗i ∈ Mi to broadcast, which satisfies

∑
j∈N ∗i (x∗i )

pki,j ≥
∑

j∈N ∗i (xi )
pki,j , ∀xi � x∗i , xi , x

∗
i ∈ Mi , (9)

where N ∗i (x) represents the set of OBUs in N ∗i lacking

x, which is given by

N ∗i (x) = {j ∈ N ∗i |x �Mj }. (10)

As we see, the proposed greedy algorithm for

choosing the broadcasted segments selects the segments

that can be successfully delivered to the most interested

OBUs, which corresponds to the largest profits. As we

noted, each successful delivery of one segment to an

OBU will bring unit profit to the transmitter. Thus, the

expecting profits of OBU i ∈ Sk can be given as

Ri (S
k) =

∑
j∈N ∗i (x∗i )

pki,j , (11)

where x∗i is the “most valuable” segment for OBU i
satisfying (9). Additionally, as the p2p network is also

a cognitive radio network, the accuracy of spectrum

sensing should also be considered. By introducing the

probability that the empty decision is correct in (8), we

have the throughput of OBU i ∈ Sk given by

Ui (S
k) = Pk(H0|H ′0)Ri (S

k). (12)

As we see, for calculating the value of Ui (S
k), certain

information needs to be exchanged among the OBUs.

This cost in V2V transmissions is necessary and should

be considered in the utility function. We consider the

following linear cost function with a pricing factor

denoted by β:

Ci (S
k) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
β
∣∣∣Sk

∣∣∣ , if
∣∣∣Sk

∣∣∣ > 1,

0, otherwise,
(13)

Thus, given the payment formulated in (12) and the cost

in (13), the utility function of any OBU i ∈ Sk is given by

Vi (S
k) = Ui (S

k) − Ci (S
k). (14)

This utility function represents the expecting contri-

bution that OBU i ∈ Sk makes in the current slot and

equally the payoff OBU i achieves. Based on this utility

function, we consider the cooperation and competition

among OBUs by coalitional game model in the follow-

ing subsection.

3.2. Coalitional Game

We suppose the group of OBUs N k ⊂ N are competing

for the opportunity of broadcasting at PU channel k
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(the rest OBUs, the set of which is N\N k , have already

got the chance of broadcasting at other PU channels).

As we noted, for maximizing their individual profits

given by (12), the OBUs may choose to form coalitions

to compete against each other. For mathematically

modeling the competition and cooperation among

OBUs, we introduce the coalitional game with non-

transferable utility [15–17]:

Definition 1:A coalitional gamewith non-transferable

utility is defined by a pair (N , V ), where N is the set of

players and V is a mapping such that for each coalition

of players S ⊆ N , V (S) is the payoff vector that players

in S can achieve.

The concept of non-transferable utility means that

each member in a given coalition has a specific profit

or performance, and their profits cannot are non-

transferable even they are in the same coalition. By

adopting the value function in (14) and substituting

Sk,N k for S,N , we directly have that the proposed

problem can bemodeled as a coalitional gamewith non-

transferable utility:

Remark 1: The proposed problem can be modeled as

a (N k , V ) coalitional game with non-transferable utility

where the mapping V is given by

V (Sk) = (Vi1(S
k), Vi2 (S

k), . . . , Vi|Sk |(S
k)),

il ∈ Sk, ∀l = 1, . . . , |Sk |.
(15)

In this coalitional game, the players (the OBUs) can

choose to join or leave any coalition based on its own

payoff given in (14). If the structure of the players

can finally get to a stable situation (no players has

the incentive to leave its current coalition), then each

coalition in the final structure represents an interest

group that competes for the broadcasting opportunity

in PU channel k. If coalition Sk gets the chance

of broadcasting in PU channel k, then the OBUs

in Sk simultaneously broadcast their “most valuable"

segments in PU channel k at the current slot. To

maximize the profits of the entire network, we suppose

the broadcasting coalition is the one with the largest

total payoff, which is defined as

T (Sk) =
∑
i∈Sk

Vi (S
k). (16)

Remark 2: In the proposed (N k , V ) coalitional game

with non-transferable utility, due to the changing net-

work topology and the benefit-cost tradeoffs from coop-

eration as expressed in (15), any coalitional structure

may form in the network and the grand coalition (N k) is

seldom beneficial considering the potential interference

and collisions. Hence, the proposed game is classified

as a coalition formation game with non-transferable

utility.

By carefully inspecting the expression of the payoff
in (14), we can see the OBUs with no interference

to each other always have the incentive to form a

coalition, as the transmission rate in (11) keeps the same

while the accuracy of sensing in (8) can be improved

in cooperative manner. On the other hand, the OBUs

close to each other (always means interference from a

line of sight) seldom form a coalition because of the

severe interference. Thus, the grand coalition N k is

seldom the outcome of the coalitional game due to

the potential data collisions. Therefore, the proposed

coalitional game is a (N k , V ) coalition formation game

[17]. We will devise a coalition formation algorithm to

get these disjoint coalitions in the next section.

4. Coalition Formation Algorithm

Given the above analysis, the cooperative manner

of OBUs for a single PU channel can be classified

as a coalition formation game with non-transferable

utility, where the OBUs form several disjoint coalitions

to maximize their own payoffs. In this section, we

devise a distributed coalition formation algorithm and

additionally propose the entire approach for the PCD

problem.

4.1. Coalition Formation Concepts

Before constructing a coalition formation algorithm,

we first introduce some necessary concepts, taken

from [18]. Here, the set of players is denoted by N k

representing the OBUs cooperatively competing for

PU channel k. First, we give the concept of coalition

partition for describing the structure of players.

Definition 2:A coalition partition is defined as a set of

disjoint coalitions that cover the player set, i.e., for any

coalitional partition Πk = {Sk
1 , . . . , S

k
r } we have ∀l, Sk

l ⊆
N k and

⋃r
l=1{Sk

l } = N k . Also, we denote by Sk
Πk (i), the

coalition Sk
l ∈ Πk including OBU i, i.e., i ∈ Sk

l .

One key approach in coalition formation is to enable

the players to join or leave a coalition based on well-

defined preferences. Therefore, we need to introduce

the concept of preference relation, using which the

players can decide which coalition they prefer more to

be a member of.

Definition 3: For any player i ∈ N k , a preference

relation or order �i is defined as a complete, reflexive,

and transitive binary relation over the set of all

coalitions that player i can possibly form, i.e., the set

{Sk
l ⊆ N : i ∈ Sk

l }.
For any given player i ∈ N k , Sk

1�iSk
2 implies that

player i prefers being a member of coalition Sk
1 with

i ∈ Sk
1 over being a member of coalition Sk

2 with i ∈ Sk
2 ,

or at least, OBU i prefers both coalitions equally. In this

paper, the preference of any OBU i ∈ N k with i ∈ Sk
1 , S

k
2

is quantified as follows:

Sk
1�iSk

2 ⇔ Vi (S
k
1) ≥ Vi (S

k
2) & Sk

1 ∈ Ak(i), (17)
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where Ak(i) is the set of OBU i’s “friendly" coalitions

defined by

Ak(i) = {Sk
l ⊆ N k | i ∈ Sk

l &

∀j ∈ Sk
l \{i}, Vj (S

k
l ) ≥ Vj (S

k
l \{i})}.

(18)

As we see, a coalition Sk
l is “friendly" to OBU i, only

when OBU i’s joining increases or at least maintains

the payoffs of all the other OBUs in Sk
l . Thus, the

definition of preference implies that OBU i prefers

being a member of Sk
1 over Sk

2 only when OBU i gains
an increase in individual profit and meanwhile no

other OBUs in Sk
1 suffers a decrease because of OBU i’s

joining. The asymmetric counterpart of �i , denoted by

�i , is defined as

Sk
1�iSk

2 ⇔ Vi (S
k
1) > Vi (S

k
2) & Sk

1 ∈ Ak(i). (19)

Based on the defined preference relation, the

basic operation in our proposed coalition formation

algorithm, the switch operation, is defined as follows:

Definition 6: Given a partition Πk = {Sk
1 , . . . , S

k
r } of

the players set N k , if player i ∈ N k performs a switch

operation from Sk
Πk (i) = Sk

m to Sk
l ∈ Πk ∪ {∅}, Sk

l � Sk
Πk (i),

then the current partition Πk of N k is modified into

a new partition Πk ′ such that Πk ′ = (Πk\{Sk
m, S

k
l }) ∪

{Sk
m\{i}, Sk

l ∪ {i}}.
Definition 7: Given any player i ∈ N k , the history

collection Hk(i) is defined as the set of coalitions that

player i visited and then left for the competition of PU

channel k.

4.2. Distributed Coalition Formation Algorithm

For competing a given PU channel k, we propose a

coalition formation algorithm that allows the OBUs in

N k to make distributed decisions as to which coalitions

they decide to join at any time slot. The basic rule of the

algorithm is as follows:

Basic Rule: Given a partition Πk = {Sk
1 , . . . , S

k
r } of the

OBUs set N k , a switch operation from Sk
Πk (i) to Sk

l ∈
Πk ∪ {∅}, Sk

l � Sk
Πk (i) is allowed for any OBU i ∈ N k , if

and only if Sk
l ∪ {i}�iSk

Πk (i) and Sk
l ∪ {i} � Hk(i).

For any partition Πk , the basic rule provides a

mechanism whereby any OBU can leave its current

coalition Sk
m and join another coalition Sk

l ∈ Πk , given

that the new coalition is strictly preferred over Sk
m

through the preference relation defined by (19). Thus,

the basic rule can be seen as an individual rule abided

by each member of N k , to move from its current

coalition to a new coalition for improving its payoff,
meanwhile maintains the profits of other members of

this new coalition. Further, we suppose whenever an

OBU decides to switch from its current coalition Sk
m ∈

Πk to join a different coalition, coalition Sk
m is stored

Table 1. The Coalition Formation Algorithm for On-board Units

Competing for Primary User Channel k

Given any partition Πk
initial of the OBUs set N k

with the initialized history collections Hk(i) =
∅,∀i ∈ N k , the OBUs engage in the coalition

formation algorithm as follows:

∗ repeat
For a randomly chosen OBU i ∈ N k , with

current partition Πk
current (Πk

current = Πk
initial in

the first round)

1. OBU i searches for a possible switch

operation according to the basic rule in

Section IV.

2. If such a switch exists, OBU i performs the

following steps:

(a) Updates the history collection Hk(i)
by adding coalition Sk

Πk
current

(i) before

leaving it.

(b) Leaves coalition Sk
Πk

current
(i).

(c) Joins the new coalition Sk
Πk

next
(i) that

improves its payoff.

∗ until the partition converges to a final Nash-

stable partition Πk
f inal .

in its history collection Hk(i) (if |Sk
m| > 1). With the

order in which the OBUs make their switch operations

considered to be random, the complete form of our

distributed coalition formation algorithm is shown in

Table 1.

4.3. Convergence and Stability

The convergence of the proposed coalition formation

algorithm is guaranteed as follows:

Proposition 1: Starting from any initial coalitional

partition Πk
initial , the proposed algorithm maps to a

sequence of switch operations, which always converges

to a final partition Πk
f inal composed of a number of

disjoint coalitions.

Proof: Denote by Πk
n,i the partition formed at the

time OBU i ∈ N k needs to act after the n switch

operationsmade by one ormore OBUs. Given any initial

starting partitionΠk
initial = Πk

0,i , the coalition formation

algorithm consists of a sequence of switch operations,

e.g., Πk
0,1 → Πk

1,3 → . . .→ Πk
n,i . . .→ Πk

m,j . . .. For any

two partition Πk
n,i and Πk

m,j , such that n < m, Πk
m,j

is a result of the transformation of Πk
n,i after m − n

switch operations, we have have Πk
n,i � Πk

m,j since each
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OBU maintains a history collection to avoid joining a

coalition repeatedly. As the number of partitions of a

set is finite (given by the Bell number [19]), then the

number of transformations in the sequence is finite.

Hence, the algorithm will always terminate after finite

iterations and converge to a final partition Πk
f inal .

The stability of the final partition Πk
f inal resulting

from the proposed algorithm can be studied using the

following concept from the hedonic games [18].

Definition 8: A partition Πk = {Sk
1 , . . . , S

k
r } is Nash-

stable, if ∀i ∈ N k , Sk
Πk (i) �i Sk

l ∪ {i} for all Sk
l ∈ Πk ∪ {∅}.

The definition of Nash-stable implies that any

coalition partitionΠk in which no OBU has an incentive

to move from its current coalition to another coalition

in Πk or to deviate and act alone, is considered to be

Nash-stable.

Proposition 2: Any final partition Πk
f inal resulting

from the proposed coalition formation algorithm is

Nash-stable.

Proof: Suppose the final partition Πk
f inal is not Nash-

stable, which implies there exists an OBU i ∈ N k , and

a coalition Sk
l ∈ Πk

f inal such that Sk
l ∪ {i} �i Sk

Πk
f inal

(i).

Based on the basic rule, OBU i can perform a switch

operation from Sk
Πk

f inal

(i) to Sk
l , which contradicts the

fact that Πk
f inal is the final partition. Thus, any final

partition Πk
f inal resulting from the proposed coalition

formation algorithm is Nash-stable.

4.4. Cooperative Approach for Popular Content
Distribution

The competition for PU channel k among OBUs N k

has been modeled as a coalition formation game with

non-transferable utility and a convergent coalition

formation algorithm with a Nash-stable outcome has

been given in Table 1. Consider the considered scenario

has multiple PU channels, we propose a sequential

method for allocating the OBUs in N to the PU

channels inK. To be specific, the OBUs inN implement

the coalition formation algorithm on each channel

sequentially. After the calculation for a PU channel, the

OBUs achieving the opportunity of broadcasting will

quit the competition for the rest PU channels.

A summary of the entire approach for the proposed

PCD problem is shown in Table 2. In the first stage,

a distributed neighbor discovery method, e.g., those

in [20, 21], is used to capture any changes in the

network structure and record the necessary information

for the following calculation. In the second stage, the

sequential coalition formation algorithm has been used

to allocate PU channels for the OBUs in the network. In

the thrid stage, the OBUs access their corresponding PU

channels by broadcasting their most valuable segments.

Table 2. The Approach for the Popular Content Distribution

Problem

With the initial segments randomly dis-

tributed among M, the OBUs periodically per-

form the following three stages:

Stage I: Network Discovery
Each OBU performs a neighbor discovery

algorithm to obtain the necessary information

for calculating individual payoff in (14), and the

initial partition is set as Πinitial = N .

Stage II: Sequential Coalition Formation
For PU channel k = 1, 2, . . . , |K|, we performs

the following steps:

1. Determine the OBUs competing for the

current PU channel N k = N k−1\Sk−1 (For

PU channel 1, N 1 = N ) where Sk−1 is

the broadcasting coalition for PU channel

k − 1.
2. The OBUs in N k perform the coalition

formation algorithm in Table 1 to obtain

the final partition Πk
f inal .

3. The coalition with the largest total payoff
(16) is decided to be the broadcasting

coalition Sk .

Stage III: Spectrum Sensing and Broadcasting
For any broadcasting coalition Sk in PU

channel k, the OBUs in Sk cooperatively sense

PU channel k with OR-rule. If the sensing

result is empty, the OBUs in Sk simultaneously

access PU channel k by broadcasting their “most

valuable" segments defined in (9).

To adapt to the changing network topology, the three

stages are repeated periodically.

In the non-cooperative manner, each OBU has to

sense all the PU channels (or at least enough PU

channels to fine an empty one) before deciding which

to access. In the proposed approach, the channel access

decision is based on the expecting data throughput

which needs no sensing result from any OBU. Thus, the

potential PU channel for anyOBU can be decided before

any spectrum sensing. Consequently, in our proposed

approach, each OBU only needs to sense the PU channel

that has been allocated to it rather than sense the entire

spectrum, which decreases the sensing cost or equally

increases the transmission time.
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Table 3. Parameters for Simulation

N = 5 ∼ 15 number of OBUs in the network

L = 500m initial length of the fleet of vehicles

M = 5 ∼ 15 number of segments of the entire

file

K = 1 ∼ 2 number of PU channels

Mc = 1Mbit the size of the entire popular file

vmin = 20m/s the minimal speed

vmax = 40m/s the maximal speed

ds = 100m the safe distance

a = 2m/s2 the acceleration

p = 0.1 the probability for acceleration or

deceleration

ρc = 0.3 ∼ 0.6 the initial content density

β = 0.01 the pricing factor

n = 4 the exponent for pathloss

W = 30MHz the bandwidth

α = 106 the signal-to-noise rate at the trans-

mitter

λ = 0.1 ∼ 0.3 the arriving rate of PU traffic per

slot

Pm = 0.1 the possibility of missing

Pf = 0.1 the possibility of false alarm

5. Simulation Results

In this section, the performance of the proposed

approach in Table 2 is simulated in various envi-

ronmental conditions and compared with the non-

cooperative manner in many aspects. The parameters

are taken from a general highway scenario as shown

in Table 3. Here, the content density ρc is defined

as the average number of initially possessed segments

dividing the total number of segments M , which repre-

sents the level of initial content dissemination. Also, we

assume each slot lasts 1 second.

In Fig. 2, we show the number of total possessed

segments, given by P(t) =
∑

i∈N |Mi |, for networks

with N = 5,M = 5, K = 1, 2ρc = 0.6, λ = 0.1, where the

vertical coordinate has been normalized by the total

demand NM . The performance of the proposed

algorithm is compared with the non-cooperative

scheme in both conditions of single PU channel and

multiple PU channels. In the non-cooperative scheme,

each OBU individually senses the spectrum and makes

an individual decision on the presence or absence

of the PU for each PU channel. Then, each OBU

randomly accesses one of the vacant channels where

no neighbor OBUs are broadcasting. Fig. 2 shows that,

as the transmitting time increases, the number of total

possessed increases for both the methods. However,

our proposed algorithm achieves a better performance

in both the total number and the ascending rate.

In the non-cooperative manner, the OBUs sense the

Figure 2. Total segments of all OBUs by the proposed approach

and the non-cooperative manner as a function of time for networks

with N = 5,M = 5, K = 1, 2, ρc = 0.6, λ = 0.1.

Figure 3. Total transmitters in the network by the proposed

approach and the non-cooperative manner as a function of time

for networks with N = 5,M = 5, K = 1, 2, ρc = 0.6, λ = 0.1.

spectrum individually and access by avoiding potential

collisions (though still with hidden terminal problem).

However, in our proposed algorithm, the spectrum

sensing and channel access have been jointly in the

value function of the coalition formation game, which

represents the expecting throughput for each OBU.

Aiming at maximizing the throughput rather than

simply avoiding collisions makes our algorithm more

efficient than the non-cooperative manner.

In Fig. 3, we show the number of transmitters for

the networks with N = 5,M = 5, K = 1, 2ρc = 0.6, λ =

0.1. As we can see, the number of transmitters of the

proposed approach is lower than the non-cooperative

manner in both single PU channels or multiple PU

channels. In the non-cooperative manner, if OBU i
detects that no other OBUs are using an empty PU

channel, OBU i immediately accesses the spectrum
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Figure 4. Average delay by the proposed approach and the

non-cooperative manner as a function of N for networks with

M = 5, K = 1, 2, ρc = 0.6, λ = 0.1.

without considering how many OBUs could actually

receive the broadcasting segment. However, in our

proposed approach, the channel conditions together

with the wanted segments of each OBUs are considered,

which highly reduces unnecessary broadcastings when

the transmitter is far way from other OBUs, or

the segment for broadcasting is not requested by

neighborhood OBUs. Fig. 3 shows that, although we

do not consider any energy model in our scenario,

the proposed approach still achieves a low power

consumption.

In Fig. 4, we show the average delay experienced

by the OBU for achieving the entire file as a function

of N for networks with M = 5, K = 1, 2ρc = 0.6, λ = 0.1.
In the proposed PCD problem, the core parameter

considered by the content owner is the average delay

experienced by the OBUs, which is generally defined

as τa = τt/N with τt representing the total delay

experienced by all OBUs. For any given content

distribution scheme, τt is given by the area between

the cumulative demand curve and cumulative service

curve [22]. In our scenario, we assume all arrivals of

demand occur instantaneously [23] at the beginning of

p2p transmission and stay unchanged ever since. Thus,

the demand curve is a constant NM and the average

delay τa is given by

τa =
1

N

τm∫
t=0

[NM − P(t)] dt, (20)

where P(t) is the cumulative service curve representing

the number of segments possessed by the OBUs,

and τm is the maximal delay defined by P(τm) =
NM when the PCD completes. The performance of

the proposed algorithm is compared with the non-

cooperative manner in conditions of single PU channel

Figure 5. Average delay by the proposed approach and the

non-cooperative manner as a function of λ for networks with

N = 5,M = 5, K = 1, 2, ρc = 0.6.
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Figure 6. Collisions with primary users by the proposed approach

and the non-cooperative manner as a function of λ for networks

with N = 5,M = 5, K = 1, 2.

and multiple PU channels. Fig. 4 shows our proposed

method enjoys an average delay approximately 40%

smaller than the non-cooperative scheme. As we see,

the average delay decreases as the number of OBUs

increases by both methods, which can be explained by

the increasing connectivity among OBUs.

In Fig. 5, we show the average delay as a function of λ
for networks with N = 5,M = 5, K = 1, 2, ρc = 0.6. The
performance of the proposed algorithm is compared

with the non-cooperativemanner in conditions of single

PU channel and multiple PU channels. As the arriving

rate of PU data λ increases, the potential channels

and time slots for SUs (the OBUs) decrease, which

increases the average delay of the PCD problem. Also,

Fig. 5 shows that our method has a better performance

than the non-cooperative manner with 40% decrease in

average delay for any level of PU traffic.
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In Fig. 6, we show the collisions with PU traffic

as a function of λ for networks with N = 5,M =

5, K = 1, 2, ρc = 0.6. The performance of the proposed

algorithm is compared with the non-cooperative

manner in conditions of single PU channel andmultiple

PU channels. As the λ increases, the PU traffic becomes

heavy and the probability of collisions also increases

as shown in Fig. 6. As we see, our proposed algorithm

has less collisions compared with the non-cooperative

manner, which means our proposed approach has a

smaller interference to the PUs.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a p2p scheme

using V2V communications to solve the PCD problem

in VANETs. Cognitive radio technique has been

introduced for V2V communications which makes the

network a CR-VANET. By carefully defining the utility

function, we have proposed a coalition formation game

with non-transferable utility for modeling the behavior

of the OBUs. Further, we have introduced a coalition

formation algorithm which could map into a sequence

of switch operations and converge to a final Nash-stable

partition. Based on the algorithm, we have proposed

the overall approach for the PCD problem. In the

simulation part, we have shown that our approach has

a better performance with various conditions in average

delay, power consumption, and interference to PUs,

compared with the non-cooperative scheme.
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